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Tom Guerra
Following the success of his debut solo album “All of the Above” in 2014, Mambo Sons guitarist
and songwriter Tom Guerra is back with a new rock and roll album called “Trampling Out the
Vintage.” The album, which takes its title from “Battle Hymn of the Republic” features a wide
variety of both clean and dirty guitar tones set against some well-crafted songs. Featured on the
album is a kick ass band consisting of legendary bassist Kenny Aaronson, keyboardist Morgan
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Fisher of Mott the Hoople and session ace drummer Mike Kocasek, and Guerra on all guitars and
vocals. Throughout the album, one can hear the care taken to capture the sounds of rock and roll
guitars cranked up though various old amps, as well as one new amp - the Colby dtb-50.
We caught up with our old friend as he was preparing to road test the new songs in promotion of
the new album.

www.tonequest.com
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Tom with Jack Sonni

TQR:

It seems nowadays, artists often wait 5-10 years
between releases, yet you’ve done 2 full length
albums in the past 20 months. Are you going
through a creative burst?

After “All of the Above” (Tom’s debut solo album) came out,
I left everything setup in the studio and just kept writing, as
the “antennae” seemed to be in a good spot. Although I did
a few shows to promote the first album, including a fun one
with former Dire Straits guitarist Jack Sonni, there was no
tour or anything like that, so I kept focused on writing. There
is discipline involved but it is less about parking yourself in
the studio and commanding yourself to write…for me at least
it just doesn’t happen like that. Ideas usually come to me in
different ways…lyrics, chorus, hooks, melodies, guitar riffs.
A lot of times I’ll just be walking alone with my thoughts
and something will pop into my head. There is no one way
to write and there is no better feeling in the world when you
have all these song ideas circling around in your head, and are
able to get them recorded.
TQR:

Kenny and Tom

TQR:

Were there any go-to guitars or amps on this
record?

There really was…I have discovered some of the best 4 bolt
Strats that Fender ever made were the solid maple neck guitars of ’70 and ’71, right before they changed over to the bul-

The lineup for “Trampling Out the Vintage” was
pretty much the same as your first solo album,
with one big exception…how did legendary bassist
Kenny Aaronson get involved?

I’ve known Kenny for many years and he actually was the
bassist of the first Mambo Sons album which also featured his
former bandmate Rick Derringer. I was well underway with
the writing process for the new record when I mentioned to
him that I had just written a 2:45 second pop song in the style
of The Byrds called “Tell the World,” and he said “let me
have a go at it.” He really liked the tune and his playing on it
is amazing, almost McCartney-esque in that it becomes like
a song within a song, and something you look forward to on
subsequent listens. He is really was great to work with, had a
lot of good ideas but was also receptive to what I was looking
for as well. He’s out on the road now with The Yardbirds
featuring Johnny A, and I just saw their show a few weeks
ago and it was fantastic.

let headstock 3 bolters. Over the past few years I have picked
up three of them, and one in particular, a sunburst with very
low output pickups, became the go-to guitar on this album.
Those needing fretwork were beautifully done by my great
friend Jim Mouradian, who I am sad to say just passed away.
Jim touched so many people and was a wonderful human being—what a terrible loss.
-continued-
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in the studio of 120+ volts. After years of using Marshall,
Vox and Fender amps live at gigs, that Colby is all that I need
because of the flexibility of great sounds it can crank out.
TQR:

How about pedals?

Not a lot of pedals, but I did use my trusty ancient TS-9 Tubescreamer on a few leads, as well as a Keeley Fuzz Head.
TQR:

At the end of the solo in “Dr. Nick and Elvis,”
there’s a sort of flange bomb type of effect. What’s
that?

Oh, I forgot about that…that’s a ‘70’s gray MXR Flanger, the
AC powered one. It’s a bit noisy but sounds incredible…that
solo was done in one take, with the great old candy apple red
’65 Strat that appears on the album cover. I sort of dive bomb
a chord at the end of the solo, like something Robin Trower
did on “Day of the Eagle,” and it just sort of sounds like the
guitar is puking. Perfect for a song about Dr. Nick and Elvis.
TQR:

What is that track about?

I had a dream that Elvis and his good Dr. Nick had a sort of
rehab place that people who are down on their luck go to, to
Jim Mouradian

As far as amps, I primarily used four; a Colby dtb-50, 1969
smallbox Marshall 50, a 1969 Marshal PA20 and my 1965
Vox AC-30. I used a Gibson 8T Discoverer on one track as
well. I used the Brown Box at 108 volts on all of these except
the Colby, which sounded great through the modern voltage

fix their souls…so the verses are all the bad things that have
happened to people, and the chorus is how they are helped by
Dr. Nick and Elvis, who strap them “to the table like some
rockabilly Frankenstein,” fill them with “the light of a brand
new Sun (Records)” and “reanimate their souls.” Bizarre, I
know.
TQR:

Speaking of Strats, the album is pretty Strat heavy
but there are some obvious Gibson tones on a few
songs, most notably the solos in “Love Will Forget
You” and the slide solo on “Grow on Your Own.”
How did you decide what tones to use?

Doing a whole album, combined with the fact that I have a
very short attention span, I think it’s very important to vary
tones for the song, to make it interesting. I love all sorts of
electric guitar tones, provided that there’s not too much gain.
-continuedTONEQUEST REPORT V.18 N.3-4 Jan-Feb 2017
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On “Love Will Forget You,” I used a clean old Strat for the
rhythm, and then it is contrasted with a Les Paul “woman”
tone which is actually a great reissue ES-335 that was a gift
from the former Mambo Sons label owner. That 335 is my
best “Les Paul” sounding guitar, and it just sings. For the slide
solo on “Grow…,” I used a ’76 Les Paul Deluxe that I’ve
owned for about 35 years, it is sort of an oddball with factory
P90s, through the Marshall PA20 and the Marshall reverb
unit. The Reverb unit is its own animal, kind of trashy sounding but it worked well for this track.
TQR:

the middle of the solo, but it just was pure and real so I kept it
in. Right after I recorded this track, the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame got in touch and asked if I’d like to DONATE the guitar…well, I believe in charity and all, but there was no way
that was going to happen. They then asked if I’d be willing
to loan it to them for 2 years, as a main feature in their “Rock
and Roll – The Early Years” room. I was cool with this, so off
it went. A few months back, I took my family to Cleveland to
visit “Wolfie.” It’s pretty amazing, in the first room you walk
through when you enter the hall of fame, and is in a glass box
alongside Muddy’s red Tele and one of Freddie King’s 345s.
TQR:

How would you say “Trampling” is different from
“All of the Above,” your first solo album?

There are a lot of great tones on the record, and the
last time we spoke you told us you cataloged the
gear you used on a song by song basis...

I do try to keep track of the guitar and amp used on songs, in
the event that in the future, I am recording something and my
first choice of gear isn’t cutting it.
TQR:

One of your guitars is currently in the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame…did that make an appearance
on this record?

Yes, you are talking about a 1963 white Fender Stratocaster
that was formerly owned by Howlin’ Wolf. It’s a very wellworn original Strat that sounds and plays excellent, and smells
like tobacco and whiskey. It appeared on the song “Supermoon,” and is one of the best Strat tones I’ve ever been able
to record. One take, and you can hear me change pickups in
-continued-
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Stylistically it’s pretty similar, song wise they are part of the
same big batch of songs I started developing after Mambo
Sons went on hiatus. Lyrically, it might be a little darker in
reflection of what’s been going on in the world.
TQR:

“Tell the World” is about trying to be happy in a
“world gone mad,” you’ve produced a video for
that track that seems to be getting some good play.
Is that a 12 string Rickenbacker you’re playing on
it?

Well, except for some for-hire song and jingle work I’ve
done, I never have written music for the sole purpose to
make money, though that would have been nice (laughs), so
that concept is something I can’t imagine. To me, one of the
best feelings in the world is when you are onto something,
songwriting wise, and you are able to spend a few hours or
days creating music that wasn’t there before. There was a

“Tell the World” is about a guy who finally is happy with
a woman, and feels guilty about telling people he’s happy
because all he is hearing is bad news. I wrote it right after the
Paris terrorist attack to try to feel better, and that one just features one guitar, a Fender Strat 12, which is a great sounding
electric 12, which I played both through the AC-30 and direct
through the board. Peter Gerstenzang, a writer for the Village
Voice and also a film director, approached me to do a video
on that song. It’s funny, the song is like 2:40, but it took 12
hours to film the video. Check it out on YouTube.
TQR:

You have two pretty diverse covers on
“Trampling…”, a Mama Cass tune and a Bob
Dylan composition…how’d you select those?

As far as “Make Your Own Kind of Music,” I remember as
a young kid, seeing Mama Cass singing this on the Sammy
Davis Jr. show, and I always loved both the hook, as that is all

book out a few years ago by the late great Dr. Oliver Sacks
called “Musicophilia” and it discussed the healing power of
music, earworms, and how music affects the brain. Reading
it made me realize how I’m wired and why my brain feels
good after I’ve just written a new song. The fact that people
respond in a positive way is just icing on the cake.

I’ve ever want to do. I thought it might benefit from a rock and
roll guitar makeover. With the other tune, which appears on
Bob Dylan’s most recent studio album “Tempest,” I immediately heard that as an open-G tuned ‘Stonesy’ type of song, so
its rhythmically in Keith’s wheelhouse, and I tried to keep the
leads melodic and fluid ala Mick Taylor. To complete the song,
I played a basic little Hammond part in the background, which
is mixed low but kind of is the glue that holds it all together.
TQR:

Many artists, from KISS to Aerosmith to The Who
say that their days of making original music are
over, because nobody wants to pay for music anymore. Care to comment on that?

Tom Guerra and Cutting Tracks

In some instances, if I am writing a heavy tune, I inevitably
envision using a very distorted amp, either naturally overdriven or pushed with a box. However, when I start tracking, the more distortion I can get rid of, the bigger the guitar
usually sounds. Such was the case with “Dr. Nick and Elvis,”
a tune that I initially tracked with an R9 Les Paul through
the smalbox Marshall. It just sounded “too metal” using this
setup, so I ended up using a couple of loud but cleaner Strats
for the rhythms, and they just hung together beautifully. Mike
Campbell once told me that he likes his guitars hot but just
under that point of distortion, just on the edge of it, and that
makes a lot of sense, especially if you play rock and roll.
-continued-
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Jim Weider is a great guitar player with a worldwide reputation as a master of classic Telecaster and traditional blues
slide guitar techniques. Even more than that, he is a musician

Sometimes you are playing a clean part, and think “oh, a clean
Strat would sound perfect here,” but when you lay that down,
it is just too clean and maybe a bit prickly. This happened
initially when I did the clean guitar fills on “Hard to Love,”
they just jumped out too much, no matter how compressed. As
a last resort, I ended up playing this part with the P90 goldtop
with pickups in the middle position, with some slight tape
echo on the opposite channel. This filled the space up enough
while complementing but not overwhelming Morgan’s piano
and organ. I used that same guitar but heavily distorted for the
solo, for contrast.
There is a point where you can over analyze things and at the
end of the day it’s just a rock and roll thing, but having the
ability and tools to try out different tones is half the fun of
working in the studio, and it sure makes for a more interesting
sounding album, in my opinion.TQ

and the Mighty Fine Sound of a Wide Range Humbucker

Jim Weider

Bob, Jim and Mike

who chases the perfect note and his search is never ending. In
this issue Jim is exploring the tones of pickups built by Bob
Feather at Telenator and he wanted to share his latest quests
for tone with us. No doubt that Bob is a tone freak too, dedicated to one type of vintage Tele pickup that was produced
in the early ‘70s and ultimately forgotten. Thanks to Jim and
Bob, we have reprised these wonderful pickups here. You’ll
be glad we did. Enjoy.
TQR:

Great to hear from you and thanks for the lead on
the pickups. What are you up to lately?

We’re keeping busy. I’ve got this band, The Weight Band
which are members of The Band and Levon’s band and we’re
doing all the songs—and it’s going really well. I’m glad we
got back into it…people really want to hear them again. Still
gear nuts? How are you doing on your addiction? Find any
pedals?
TQR:

Oh, you know it’s always something, (laughing)…I
find a lot to like…not focused on pedals right now,
how about you?

I have. I found a cheap pedal, and I’d heard about it for
years…the guy is from Nashville, but I never paid any attention to it. It’s called the Nobles ODR-1. Normally they are
only about $50 and shabbily made and of course I had to go
all the way to Japan to find it. It’s got the script logo on the
pedal itself, meaning it’s an older one from the ‘90s. I haven’t
A/B’d it to a new one, they reissued them…I have no idea,
but apparently some folks who can hear above a bird whistle
say it sounds better. I love it— it’s become one of my favorite
pedals.
TQR:

Is it an overdrive?

Yeah. They make an ODR-S , but you don’t want that…I
-continued-
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the pedal. I’m impressed and it’s a little bassy…you know
you bring the treble all the way up on it. It’s maybe one of
the…if you wanted to complain…you know what, put that
through a Fender amp and it’s such a pure tone—now I gotta
find another one…gotta A/B in case I break one. A couple
people tried to make them but they aren’t even close. Just
something you can start looking for now…brighten up your
day with a cup of coffee and a search!
TQR:

So, tell me how you came across these pickups?

Well, my road manager has a friend who was building these
pickups. I heard about them through him and met the guy.
He said “I can build a guitar using my best pickups”…he has
different levels which I am sure he has explained. I listened

1952 Telecaster

bought that one. If you don’t put the gain up a lot…put it at 9
o’clock and 10 o’clock tops and it’s this really pure sound.
TQR:

That’s good know. I’ll have to find one.

(Laughing) I’m sorry…but it’s gotta have the script logo on

to the different pickups and I liked these best. I think this is
the “top of the line”. They’re nice—sound really clear. So,
he offered to build me a guitar, if I would play it! I said yeah,
if he could build me a Thinline because I used to have one
somewhere in the early to mid ‘70s. I liked the pickups and
everybody mentioned they liked these particular pickups,
from Mark Rudder to this and that guy…so there’s something
there with these pickups…the clarity, they are like giant
single coils. In a way the back pickups have a little more
mids, but the sound of the rhythm pickups and then the sound
in between is funky...it’s really got that Leo Beater’s funkiness to it and yet it has body. So, I used to play one but I was
always frustrated with the neck—it wasn’t quite right, and I
-continuedTONEQUEST REPORT V.18 N.3-4 Jan-Feb 2017
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Mexican reissue for $300-$400, put in a set of these pickups
and A/B it.
TQR:

What more can you say about the sound of the
pickups?

As I said, the clarity and the body—clarity even in the rhythm
position. All the notes are clear like a giant single coil and
gives body to a note. I love the in-between sound of the two
pickups together. They are very sensitive when you just move
it a little bit, it changes the whole character. I know Robbie
used one on “Rock of Ages” —another reason I’m doing this
band and playing the songs again… it’s nice to get closer to
that sound during our performances.
eventually sold the guitar.
So I asked him to build me a Thinline, put those pickups in it
and that’s what he did—why I like the punch through a Fender
amp if you put it on 4…it sounds good.
TQR:

So, tell me about the sound of the pickups and you
must like the guitar?

Bob Feathers at Telenator builds different levels of pickups,
and he can explain it more when you talk to him, but I liked
the ones he put in mine. They’ve got clarity and some gusto
too, but it’s still clear—different from a normal Gibson humbucker.
Well, this past weekend I just played it and it played really
great. Mike did a great fret job on it, and he shaped the neck
like my ‘52, so that helps…I’m just getting used to it. It’s
nice and light but instead of having the Thinline behind the
bridge where there is no wood and it’s hollowed out, I said
if you build this guitar have the underneath go all the way to
the back of the guitar so the pickups, bridge everything lay in
wood… the bridge lays in wood— it’s not hollow behind it so
it goes all the way back. Then there are the two “F” holes and
hollowness on each side. I think that helped give it more body.
I really want to A/B it next to a vintage one. I can’t tell you
how they compare. I think there are a couple of guys making these now. Fender just re-introduced these pickups. Bob
is completely brilliant and these guys at Telenator went right
down to every part and everything that is impossible to get…
he’ll explain what they did…bottom line, they sound really
good. Do you have a Thinline?
TQR:

TQR:
How many guitars are you using on that gig?
							
						
I finally found a ‘62 rosewood board Tele refinned, so I go
between that and my ‘52 Tele. So now I’ll bring this new
Tele as my spare. When I bring the rosewood, I’ll bring this
guitar. The rosewood is a totally different sound from the
’52. Its super light, not as light as this guitar, compared to my
’52. It was heavy enough when I yanked it off the other night
and hit my forehead as hard as I could pulling off too quick.
(laughing)
TQR:

Where did you find the ‘62?

I was on a search for a couple of years—very difficult to find
and refin. I wanted ‘63 because I liked the rounder, fuller
shape of the neck, and then I found out that at the end of ‘61
they started putting more meat on the necks…I have a ’60
custom I never play…and by ‘62 the necks where getting
fuller and headed towards the ’63. So, this is close enough—it
worked out and I picked it up.

No, but I have reviewed them.

I know they made them in Mexico. Now, I saw a Fender
ad where they are reissuing them, so it would be interesting to A/B them at some point. I’d like to put this next to a
vintage one and see how—it wouldn’t be a bad idea to buy a
-continued-
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TQR:

It’s a vintage guitar, right?

It’s a vintage and it’s nice. It’s got that Bloomfield clarity on
the chord— they ring different on the back pickup. My ‘52s
are like lap steels compared to it…this is ringier and twangy.
It’s nice to have that sound— it’s a little different for me. It
fits the early Band stuff with that kind of sound through a
blackface amp—fits it good, as all Teles do.
TQR:

What kind of amps are you using?

Well after all that…I’ve been using a ‘65 Vibrolux, brown
gold speakers. I’ve got this really nice blackface Bassman and
thinking about getting a 4X10 or even a 1X15 cab. Haven’t

‘em all and is putting them in the amp. When you mention Q
line resistors, everyone’s ears perk up—they get it. That’s all
people need to see is that word Sprague Q Line resistors from
the ‘70s—impossible to find…looked for 3 years before he
finally found them.
We took the clean channel and put all vintage carbon comp
resistors—it’s maxed out now…sounds totally different.
I think we need to do an article on that together. People
don’t know about it and it would be fun to do. Mitch could
probably send you down one. Anything that you’ve bought
new you haven’t kept me up to date on? We are gearheads.
(laughing)
TQR:

So much stuff comes through here, guitars, amps…
but you’ve got that covered.

Yeah, how about speakers? One of the better speakers I’ve
heard and I’ve been using, but still not quite right for me, is

gotten into the 15s yet…could be fun if I did. I use the Colby
amp when I do Telecaster shows—that’s still a fantastic amp
and I’m really happy with it. I don’t know if you’ve talk to
Mitch in a while, we actually found the Q Line resistors,
which nobody can find and Dumble used in the ‘70s. He got

the Jupiter speaker—a copy of the C12N the brown gold that
came in ’64 twins that I love. You’ve got a ways to go if you
haven’t heard of the Jupiter speakers. That’s what I’ve been
using with the Colbys and with my Princeton. It’s just a little
brighter than the original one. So put a 50 watt magnet on it—
on my Princeton and it’s really good. I wish it could dampen
the highs just a little bit more, but that’s what I’ve been using
lately. We’ll get into that when we get into the Colbys—another great article! In my Vibrolux, I’m using the original 10
inch brown gold which I still think are the best speakers.
TQR:

Pretty tough to re-create that!

Yeah, I mean Jupiter again, did those, but they’re heftier and
the heftier magnet is perfect when you’re playing a Gibson
335 humbuckers. Regarding the Teles…I like the originals
ones better— little bit lighter magnet and little bit warmer.
That’s being nitpicky, because he does makes a good speaker.
We’ll be coming down your way this spring and this time
we’ll have to catch up!TQ
-continuedTONEQUEST REPORT V.18 N.3-4 Jan-Feb 2017
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Bob Feather’s…

Telenator Pickups

TQR:

What specifically, prompted you to take an interest
in this guitar model?

Back in the ‘70s I bought a brand new original ’72 Telecaster
Thinline. I loved the guitar, but like most people at the time,
wasn’t thrilled with the pickup sound. We were playing with a lot
of fuzz and big amps and the wide range humbucker just sounded
better with cleaner tones. But it was good…it was my first real,
brand new Fender guitar and I paid good bucks for it. In the mid
‘70s I was being a punk, fell into some hard financial times and
ended up having to sell the guitar. In the years that followed I
decided wanted to recreate that guitar. I bought a Fender import
Tele Thinline body, and American Standard neck and put a guitar
together. I bought a set of Fender reissue wide range humbuckers and upon plugging it in, was heartbroken at the sound of
the guitar…it was horrible. Went through the whole set of what
everybody had prescribed as pickup modifications, pulling magnets, changing magnets, rewinding and about that time I started
working with Mike Mascagna who is a highly respected guitar
tech, pickup winder, and my current partner in Telenator.
During this process I was participating in guitar forums and
asking for some help on the subject of wide range humbuckers. A number of people were very helpful. As this is playing
out on the guitar forums, (I shared all of my research), it came
out that we had made a pickup that really captured the original
tone of the wide range humbucker and people started asking if
they could buy them. Telenator was born. It was that simple.
Variations of the wide range humbucker are the only pickups
we make to this day. My partner makes standard size humbuckers, mainly PAFs and Strat pickups under his own name
“Big Mikes.” As far as Telenator is concerned though, it’s just
the few versions of the wide range humbucker that we concern
ourselves with and some other guitar accessories.
TQR:

Well that’s an interesting story, were there any specific challenges in recreating them? You describe a
lot of trial and error.

The blueprint for a vintage wide range humbucker already
exists. Just take one apart and make new parts that are dimensionally identical to the originals. We chose to first make everything dimensionally interchangeable with vintage pickups
and then get the magnets to work properly.
The real challenge was of course getting the AlNiCo magnets
to work. CuNiFe is nearly impossible to find. There are a
number of different magnets out there and we found our
results with AlNiCo to be as close to the original sound as
possible. But the real challenge was getting the magnetic field
shape right.

It’s easy to duplicate the wind, the wire type, and other
specifications of a pickup, but because AlNiCo is a different
animal than CuNiFe we had to duplicate the way it worked
with the existing bobbin size and winding spec. We tried
AlNiCo magnets that were the same 5/8’s of an inch length
as CuNiFe, but found the pickup to be just too magnet heavy
producing a harsh sound. We kept working at it, almost gave
up at one point (laughing) and I said “Mike please, let’s just
do this last one ok, and I’ll stop harassing you”. So, we did
that last one and arrived at perfect magnet length. And that’s
what made the difference. By getting magnets down to the
critical size we were able to get a field shape and strength
that worked with the existing vintage size bobbins and winding spec.
TQR:

And did that magnet length coincide with the originals?

No, the magic magnet length for us is .530 AlNiCo 5. There
were four of us sitting in the room when we tested it and there
was a moment of silence after the first couple of notes…wow,
we really got it—it was a great moment.
There was one other great challenge and that was the bobbins.
If you look at a wide range humbucker bobbin, the plates
top and bottom are pretty much identical to the top plate of a
single coil Telecaster bridge pickup.
Anybody who has been around the original wide range
humbuckers knows that many of the magnets are loose and
constantly falling out of the bobbins. And we wanted to
-continued-
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address that problem with something better than Fender had
made. We chose Delrin plastic because it has for the lack of a
better term, a self- sealing property to it. We have the bobbins
made with tapered threaded holes that yield to the magnet
when it’s screwed in, and then compresses back to hold them
tight for decades to come. This is one of two areas we have
strayed slightly from vintage spec because Delrin allows us
to make a better bobbin that is still interchangeable with the
vintage originals. That was one of the more difficult things to
overcome in recreating this old pickup.

particularly for bands that aren’t all mic’d up or who are playing smaller venues where you need the guitar to really cut. I
find that by keeping that pocket solid the guitar projects a lot
better. Same thing with Richenbacker 360s. They have a great
sound, but don’t project more than 6-8 feet from the amplifier
because of that pocket behind the bridge. I built a couple of
those, making it solid back there…a big improvement. But
yeah, Jim and I agree on not routing out the wood back there.

The other area where we stray a tiny bit from the vintage
original is that winding area of our bobbins is .015 wider to
allow for customers who want a custom hot wind for their
bridge pickup. It allows us to get a good coil size without the
need to increase tension on the wind.

We got a body blank from USA Custom Guitars that was
routed for the wiring and the innards of a Thinline. We speci-

All of our parts are 100% interchangeable with a vintage wide
range humbucker— magnets, bobbins, diffuser plate, everything, making us the only company in the world producing
a “true vintage spec wide range humbucker.” You can swap
everything out. We’ve worked on a number of original vintage
pickups for people who needed repairs or vintage spec parts
to fit theirs. But, to get that made is very expensive. Ours are
machined locally and all of our parts are Made in America.
We’re not doing the kind of volume that would justify injection molding and the cost of a mold.
The final and greatest challenge of course was finding CuNiFe
rod.
TQR:

Jim asked for more wood where the pickups mount
than in the original design. Can you tell us the reason behind that?

Jim and I are on the same page with that. Typically a Thinline
body has a pocket routed out behind the bridge…between the
bridge and the butt end of the guitar. Fortunately Jim and I are
from the same school on this. I like leaving that pocket solid
when I build guitars. I think the guitar projects a lot better—

TQR:

So, it’s a solid pickup mount.

fied that when they put it together, there would be no pocket
routing behind the bridge. We took it down to the final shape
and did the pickup cavity routing. I just want to clear up that
it’s not a scratch built body. The neck is also a USA Custom
Guitar’s neck ordered to be as full a size as possible. I had
taken impressions in three places from one of Jim’s favorite
guitars, and made template forms from the impressions. I then
shaved the neck down pretty much to where he wanted…then
he came down to the shop and we took it down to the final
size with him there, playing it and my shaving it, back and
forth for a few hours until we got it where Jim liked it—it is
custom contoured for him.
TQR:

What type of wood did you use?

The body is ash. I was willing to invest the time into it
because it’s great to make a guitar for someone, but you want
them to play it. So, it’s worth putting the effort in to make
sure he’s going to like it and play it. We built one for Kirk
McKim who plays with Pat Travers, The Boxmasters and
did the same thing…taking measurements off a test guitar he
really liked and matching the neck size to the new one. It’s a
really unique guitar…gold Telecaster with one off Telenator
T3 pickups modified to mount directly into the wood like a
cabronita style guitar. That’s what Kirk wanted. It’s pretty
cool, no pickup rings or pickguard.
TQR:

Do you have any of these guitars?
-continued-
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I have 5 guitars that we use for demo purposes. I have the
re-issue ‘72 Thinline with our limited edition CuNiFe pickups
in it, the one that started the company that we use for demo.
It’s interesting…I brought all 5 guitars to Jim’s and had him
play all 5 without telling him what pickups were in any of
them. I gave him the Thinline with our limited edition CuNiFe
pickups last … plugged it in… play 3 or 4 notes and said—“I
like this one.” (laughing)
TQR:

pickups in size and functionality.
Fender, as far as we can tell from the pickups we have
handled and studied, had 3 variations of the wide range humbucker using two different wire types and small differences

Do you have that guitar? I’d like to play it and
review it.

It’s actually the one I built that started the company. It’s a
Fender Mexican body with an American Standard neck, it’s

been all over the place…it travels a lot. But, I must say, I am
not so much in the business of building guitars as pickups and
all of our accessories. We’re not really focusing on building
guitars. The reason we do it is because it gives us a platform
to get our product out to other people. There are not a lot of
guys out there playing wide range humbuckers and it makes
it difficult to get product out to people to test…what are they
going to test our pickups in? It’s just not that popular of a
pickup size and they only fit a few certain guitars. That’s the
reason we’ve taken this approach. Lee Ranaldo from Sonic
Youth used our MOD2 pickups on a world tour. John Fogarty
ordered a set of Limited Edition CuNiFe pickups to recreate
his old blue Strat from the ‘70s. Josh Ramsey of Marianas
Trench toured Canada in 2015 with a set of Limited Edition
CuNiFe pickups in a really cool custom built Vox style guitar
and we get a good amount of business from the Nashville area
from session players as well.
TQR:

in the bobbins they produced. The Fender coil winding specs
we’ve tested were all over the place. So, it’s becomes difficult
to say what exactly is the vintage spec on this, when the
winding ranges from 9.8 to or 11K on some of the examples
we’ve seen. When we took on this project and listened to everything we could get our hands on, we produced the version
that represents the best sounding pickups we sampled from

That’s part of your story and I’d like to share it.

There is a lot of information floating around on the internet
now and honestly, I have to say that I am surprised by the
liberal use of the term “vintage spec” that gets thrown around
so loosely. I say this because it has been a little bit of an issue
concerning these pickups. I’ll go on record saying that we
are absolutely “the truest vintage spec wide range humbucker
” available—simply because we have CuNiFe magnets and
our parts are 100% interchangeable with the vintage original

the era. While it’s hard in this case to say what is truly vintage
spec, most of us can agree on CuNiFe magnets, 42 gauge
wire, coil output in the range of 10.5k, and a very specific set
of physical dimensions that give a wide range humbucker its
appearance and functionality.
TQR:

Yeah, well, that’s the whole idea!
-continued-
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Right, we’ve heard some real dogs (laughing) and we’ve
heard some that were just stellar and that’s what we model our
pickups after. And as I said, because the parts are completely
interchangeable and the materials are right, we have this
covered.
TQR:

Is there anyone else doing what you’re doing?

No other pickup manufacturer in world has CuNiFe, copper
(Cu), nickel (Ni), and iron (Fe). As far as I know, we are
the only company in the world with this particular magnet.
It’s funny (laughing) the whole project started because I
was trying to do this and a couple of people said “You can’t
do that” (laughing)…and when people say “You Can’t”—I
leap into action, “What do you mean, I can’t do that”! So I
laid into it and finally tracked down one clutch of material
and then found some elsewhere…finding stashes of it here
and there …it’s just through perseverance. One find leads
to another. You start finding it within industries where the
material used to be common. I found the first batch from a
company that was going out of business. They still had some
of the material in stock in the warehouse. And a funny thing

about it is, some people ask why can’t you just buy a block
of CuNiFe and make the parts from that? CuNiFe is used for
undersea and corrosive environment applications because
it’s so tough, so you can buy old pieces of it that were used
for sealing transatlantic cables or marine applications and
such. Then you have to take it, cut it into bars, grind it round
and turn it into rod. From what I’ve read, you then you have
to re-anneal it under heavy magnetic force to re-orient the
molecules so that it will become a north-south magnet. If the
rod isn’t manufactured in the proper fashion it won’t charge
as a magnet—it’s not oriented properly. This makes it even
more difficult because it needs to be in rod form when we
buy it or the expense would even more outrageous than it is
now. It becomes a challenge, even getting it in rod form like
we have, it’s very expensive, very time consuming and very
laborious to make. We get it, grind it, thread it, slot it and it’s
all in very low volume, that’s why it’s so expensive. A set of
12 of our CuNiFe magnets costs us more than the price of

any other manufacturer’s entire pickup.
TQR:

What does a set of your pickups cost?

We have our pickups at 4 price points $85, $199, $299 and
$449 .We start with our MOD1 pickup at $85. For MOD1,
people will send us their pickup, we disassemble it, remove
the bar magnet, remove all the slugs and put in our own rod
magnets, replace the bar magnet with our spacer to make
up the space under the bobbins. We completely re-assemble
the pickup, wax pot it, test it and then send it back to the
customer. MOD1 does not sound like a vintage wide range
humbucker, but it sounds a whole lot better than the stock
pickup.
MOD2 is the pickup we developed first at $199 with fixed
AlNiCo magnets. We slot the magnets so it looks like an

original but they don’t actually turn. You send us your pickup,
we disassemble, completely re-work it, put it back together,
so it comes back to you looking as original as it did when you
sent it to us. Or we’ll build you one fresh, our T2 model with
our plain chrome or Telenator logo cover for the same price.
The T2 and MOD2 are essentially the same pickup inside. We
do not build pickups and put Fender covers on them.
Our MOD3 hybrid uses 6 CuNiFe magnets that are threaded
and show through the chrome cover and then 6 plain AlNiCo
rod magnets which are hidden under the cover. Our T3pickup
is the same inside and comes with a plain, or Telenator logo
chrome cover.
Our MODC pickup is has the innards of the Limited Edition
CuNiFe repro stuffed into the pickup you send us, or you can
get our Limited Edition CuNiFe model built fresh with our
plain or Telenator logo covers.
When we started this, we found that the vintage wide range
humbuckers ranged in price from $250 to $600, so we priced
-continued-
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ours Limited Edition CuNiFe model right in the middle. A set
of our magnets cost us more than what anyone else is selling
their wide range humbucker pickups for (laughing)—that’s
just the magnets, then you all of the other parts and labor.
TQR:

Well, can you hear the difference?

Yes, you can and this becomes a difficult subject. Jim heard
it immediately. I am on record saying that our MOD2 and
MOD3 pickups are so close to a CuNiFe pickup that I’d challenge anyone in a blind test to know the difference. It’s that
close and our MOD2 and MOD3 capture so many of the attributes of the original pickup that it’s not worth arguing about.
The CuNiFe has a different sound and I have to contribute that
to the magnet size. Magnets are magnets, but then you start
getting into the field shape and how that affects the coil…
there are things going on there I don’t totally understand. Hon-

When someone is about to purchase a set of Limited Edition
CuNiFe pickups there are usually a couple of conversations
back and forth via email. As pickups go, it’s a major purchase
and they want to know more about it. Most of the sales are
driven by people who have played someone else’s guitar and
have actually heard what a real wide range humbucker sounds
like.
I think there is a difference too, between AlNiCo and
CuNiFe… to some it’s huge and to others it’s very small. Personally for me, it’s not that big of a difference—just a slight
tonal shade of the palate, so to speak. Yeah, I think ours truly
captures that vintage sound…..let me go on a tangent here…
there is a great variety of wide range humbuckers out there
now. When we started, to my knowledge Curtis Novak was
the only other guy making these and now there are a dozen
other manufacturers making wide range humbuckers. They
all make great sounding pickups. In fact, it has expanded the
tonal options in a great way. You can now get a variety of
wide range humbuckers for your guitar that you just couldn’t
get before because of their efforts. Not everyone wants the
“vintage sound” and all these newer offerings are expanding
the tonal variety of the wide range humbucker world.
TQR:

estly, at Telenator we are not scientists…we’ve gone about
this by looking at the original specs and making what we
make to that spec. As long as you have the original materials,
winding specs and your sizes are all correct, you really can’t
go wrong. We put it all together and listening to it and— listen
to it against the original. We can use all sorts of meters and
testing equipment typically used to make pickups, but we
don’t really need it. The original pickup works. We are dead
true to the original. That’s the approach we’ve taken. We and
everyone who has used our product seem quite satisfied with
the result. We’ve got a very good record out there in the field.
TQR:

What other products do you make?

We make what I call, Nosquire. It’s based on the two words
Noscaster and Esquire put together. We carry parts for people
who want to make the opposite of an Esquire, and those like
stealth guitars. Put them both together and they can now
make a Nosquire guitar which features a hidden neck pickup
only. We offer an ashtray bridge with no pickup hole in it and
a hotdog plate that has no switch slot in it. A push/pull tone
pot switches the stealth pickup from series to parallel.
A wide range humbucker is strong and likes to sit a bit lower
than most pickups. We took a standard body and cut the neck
pocket at just a little bit of an angle inside. When you sink

Are the majority of your customers using the original pickups?

Yes and no. Some people are just intrigued by this…what’s
the buzz about this wide range humbucker? A lot of our
customers are people who have played someone else’s original
Telecaster Custom or Tele Deluxe and their response was
“Wow, what are these pickups?” or “What makes this guitar
sound so special?” They also hear about us online.

the pocket you get the strings lower to the pickup. But you
don’t rake the neck at an angle you end up with the strings so
low and so close to the body you have no picking depth. We
solved the problem by putting a little rake angle in the neck
pocket. This keeps the strings really low and close to the
-continued-
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neck pickup, but also forces you to raise the bridge saddles
up giving back your picking depth. When I met Kirk McKim
he was doing a gig with Pat Travers that night in Connecticut
and I handed him the NoSquier guitar he said “Wow, can
I play this?” (laughing) Yeah, please…take it on stage and
play it. He played a bunch of songs on it. You go out there…
it looks like he’s playing a game controller…there are no visible pickups on it…It’s just a volume and tone control. It was
great watching him play it on stage. So, that’s our Nosquire.
We carry pickup cavity routing templates. If you want to
route your guitar for a wide range humbucker and you want
to use mounting rings on it, or pickguard, either way—I
designed our body routing template with beveled corners so
I could move the mounting screws in close to the corners for
the pickup rings. The template is scribed with center lines
so you can center each cavity route. The body cavity and the
pickguard opening are on the same template. It’s a great tool
for people making their own bodies or routing out a smaller
pickup cavity. We also have pickup rings…we were using
Corian for a while, it’s beautiful, but it’s just not strong
enough so we’ve switched to black Delrin.
As far as we are concerned the 1 meg pot is critical piece in
the tone equation where wide range humbuckers are concerned. It’s what gives the pickup that wide open sound and
in large part responsible for the touch dynamics. If you’ve
ever played wide range humbuckers, which I am sure you
have, they are really sensitive to touch dynamics. When you
play softly they’re sweet and mellow, when you dig in they

get raspy and they have this wonderful note bloom when
the pickup height is set just right—1 meg pots are a critical
part of that tone equation. If you use 250Ks or 500s, it just
doesn’t have that authentic sound to it.
What we found is the audio taper pots that are readily
available act like an on/off switch. I don’t know if you’ve
experienced that yourself…a lot of people complain about
that with wide range humbuckers. Turn the volume down to
9 and you’ve lost half your volume already. The rest goes

by the time your down to 8 ½ and it’s almost silent. We
strongly recommend using CTS 1 meg linear taper pots for

the volume control for a better sweep. DiMarzio makes a
wonderful 1 meg custom taper pot specifically for the tone
control. These are the two pots we recommend—one specific
for volume, one specific for tone. Our customers are thrilled
with the results. When we discovered it solved the problem,
we offered a free exchange to all of our customers who had
purchased other pots from us, so that they could get the best
possible sound out of their pickups. It makes a big difference and makes the guitar much more playable on stage. It
acts like a normal volume sweep. It’s also the true test of a
vintage spec wide range humbucker. If you take a reissue
pickup and use 1 meg pots on it, the sound will tear your
head off. But a true vintage spec wide range humbucker lives
and thrives on 1 meg pots.
Important for your readers to know is that when you go to
set up your guitar…when we ship your MOD3 or Limited
Edition pickups, the magnets are pretty much even with the
B and E string magnets a bit lower. It’s important that you
adjust the entire pickup to get a balanced output before fine
tuning it with the threaded magnets. Most people find that
they are getting their best balance with the treble side of the
pickup a little bit lower than the bass side. Once you have a
good overall balance and everything sounds pretty even, then
go in and start turning the screws under each string if you
need to. It’s important to work at lowering verses raising the
magnet—it works well because when the magnets come up
above the cover you’re likely to hook a string on it, particularly the G, B and E strings. The wide range humbuckers are
a different animal and require a different approach. With the
treble side of the pickup a little lower you’re going to find
what we believe is the best balance and the warmest tone. It’s
odd because most of us like our Strat pickups with the treble
side higher. Maybe because of the magnet stagger, I’m not
sure. With the wide range humbuckers we suggest getting a
good balance from the pickup first by tilting it under the bass
and treble strings and then, fine tuning with the magnet.
-continued-
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There’s an optimum point no matter what brand you purchase
or are using. In setting up the pickup height, these pickups are
pretty magnet heavy…you’ve got 12 magnets directly under
the strings. When you get a Strat too close to the strings, you
get that warbling sound—well, now you have twice as many
magnets right under the strings with a wide range humbucker.
So these tend to like to be set lower. The optimum sweet spot
is when you get the pickup low enough to stop having a hard
pull on the strings…it lets the strings really loosen up. But
you don’t want to get it so low that you lose the articulation.
When you hit that spot you get the most incredible note bloom
from the pickups because the string is free to vibrate—it’s not
caught so heavily in the magnetic field. It’s worth taking the
time, just a quarter at a time on the height adjustment screws.
It’s worth it to find that spot because that’s where the wide
range humbucker lives…that’s what makes it sound so unique
and different…getting that note bloom, with the articulation—
the unique sound it makes when you pinch the strings, a sound
you just don’t get from other pickups. The set-up is so critical
and I feel it is important to tell people about it regardless of
what pickups you use.

after-market parts and kits that led to supplying hundreds of
parts for prominent guitar manufacturers and repair shops. In
1979 Schecter introduced its own fully assembled custom high
quality electric guitars.

I learned way more than I wanted to know about pickups
(laughing) and it’s been such an incredible process—it’s fun,
inspiring and I love talking to people at the top of their game.
If you haven’t experienced wide range humbuckers yourself, I
think you’re in for a real treat. They have such beautiful clear
lows, almost piano like depending on how clean you play. The
highs have a great sparkle to them and still thick at the same
time—just such a wonderful sound.
We are a very small company—more enthusiasts, rather than
looking to make a fortune… It started because we were just
passionate about this…and it has been good—we’re a couple
of guys that really dig what we’re doing! At the end of the
year we’ve made some beer money and had the chance to talk
with some terrific players about their experiences. We don’t
take ourselves too seriously but we are dead serious about producing the best possible product we can and we’ll keep doing
this as long as it remains fun. TQ
www.telenator.com

Diamond Series: Schecter TSH- 1 MRRB

Remember Schecter?

In the ‘80s, David Schecter established a reputation for his
custom shop, high quality and high priced guitars sold in a
limited number of retailers in the United States. With its early
beginnings in Van Nuys, California, Schecter Guitar Research
opened in 1976 mainly as a repair shop that manufactured
-continued-
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T-style guitar would be known as the “Saturn”, and the company’s S-style guitar would be known as the “Mercury”. I’ve
admired Schecter guitars over the years and these guitars are
still unique in design and relevant today. Further driving my
curiosity—having owned a Schecter prior to launching The
ToneQuest Report in 1999, I decided to revisit that inspiration
when I bought my first Schecter years ago.
Schecter introduced the Diamond Series in 1998 as a response
to an emerging group of musicians being overlooked by guitar
manufacturers. Expanding beyond the custom shop, they
began to mass produce six quality guitars at affordable prices.
Particularly drawn to one in the series —I purchased a brand
new Schecter TSH-1, metallic red reverse burst (MRRB) for
$600. Right out of the box it was unused, unopened, undamaged and in the original packaging.
Our Diamond Series guitar with its legendary tempest semihollow body style was built in South Korea. It’s a 22 fret
model (24.75 scale) with a 14” fret board radius. The guitar is
made from maple (1 piece at Pickups are Schecter Diamond
Super Rock and the tailpiece is a Tone Pros. Our guitar weighs
9 pounds, but you would guess less. The neck is extremely
comfortable—a moderate C shape with a nice carve to the
back and no taper.
The Schecter TSH is well balanced and playing is a sheer
pleasure, extremely comfortable to play with no fight whatsoever. Tonally, this guitar works so well. The bridge position
is sweet with no rough edges. The middle position is round
and balanced and the neck is big and round still maintaining a solid top end. This guitar does not sound like a Fender
or a Gibson. It has its own tone and it is uniquely appealing.
In fact, this can be added to the list of our favorite sounding
guitars—yes, it’s that good.

Forty years later the company has evolved into one of the
world’s premiere guitar companies with a presence in 150
countries and a list of high profile artist who have used
Schecter guitars and parts spanning the years including Pete
Townshend , Mark Knopfler, Ritchie Blackmore, Robert
DeLeo and Jay Noel Yuenger.
During a recent search for worthy gear to review, I came
across a video on YouTube where Pete Townsend played a
Schecter T-style for Eminence Front and it got my attention!
In a look back to 1984, Schecter introduced a T-style guitar
that was branded unofficially as the “Pete Townshend model”.
It was similar to what he played but Townshend never granted
his personal endorsement. A note to remember is that later the

The pickup selector switch is interesting—in the up position
the pickups sound subdued at nearly half volume. In the down
position the pickups are full on. Sustain is excellent on all
three positions and the guitar responds very well to your picking style. The Schecter is a solid guitar with great tones, excellent playability, very rewarding and an appealing style that is
unique to Schecter. It’s a keeper. Quest forth…TQ

A Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing

Wolf WATM Guitar

The Wolf guitar with humbuckers and semi-hollow construction is a formidable instrument in all respects, built to a
standard that is reserved for guitars that cost far more than the
Wolf .
-continued-
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The
neck is a
chunky
piece of
mahogany
with 22
perfectly
place frets,
a full neck
shape that
reveals no
taper along
the length
of the
neck, and
mother of
pearl fret
markers
imbedded in the
rosewood
fingerboard.
The back
of the
guitar is
uniformly
finished in
a reddish
brown
color. The neck is an outstanding feature on this guitar, artfully finished and very easy to play. The figured spruce top
reveals even figuring that extends from side to side. The top is
nicely carved with paint that turns from deep red to a natural
amber color. F-holes are bound to match the binding on the
top. The depth of the body is slightly deeper than a typical
hollow body at nearly two inches deep. The chrome pickup
covers are marked Destiny CNC Wound and the steel bridge
and tailpiece are classically designed. The three volume and
tone knobs are ‘50s era and turn very smoothly. Note that the
pickup selector switch is located in place of the treble volume
control. There is a center block that extends from the bottom
of the body to the top. The F-holes are large to encourage
maximum acoustic action with the top.

Tone

The pickups in the Wolf are clear and balanced. The bridge
pickup is bright with excellent definition and balance. The
middle is clear and balanced and the neck position is big and
blustery. Like every Wolf we have played, this guitar is extremely well made and a super bargain for the price. Recommended.—Quest forth…TQ
-continued-
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Custom Shop Quality at a Bargain

2011 Les Paul Traditional
Nostalgia often leaves many a guitarist longing for the premium guitar of their youth. Either you could not afford it at
the time or worse yet, regrettably sold it long ago. For many,
that guitar is a ‘60s to ‘70s Les Paul. The great news is that
the quality of the modern versions made in Nashville and
Memphis greatly exceed the quality and playability of those
older models and cost less.

While the Les Paul models we know today were out of
production from the early ‘60s until 1968, in the ‘70s Gibson
switched to a two piece “sandwiched” body that was often
over 10 pounds. I’m going to see my chiropractor right after
that gig! The best weight for a Les Paul is right around 9
pounds or slightly less, (Spanish Castle Issue). This 2011 Les

Paul Traditional is weight relieved with specifically designed
routes in the lower left bout to assure an ideal weight of 8
pounds 12 ounces. As a purist, you say the routing procedure
may adversely affect the tone after all—the historics are made
with solid wood. If you have a spare $5-9K to purchase a
historic we highly recommend them—if not, read on.
After comparing our 2011 Les Paul Traditional side by side
with their solid wood brethren, we could not find a discernable difference in tone. Good wood is good wood. Of course,
when you save thousands it makes the possibility of upgrades
-continued-
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easier. We picked up this 2011 Les Paul Traditional from
a good friend who did just that. The Kluson deluxe tuners
were replaced with Grovers which are a true joy to use, but
it did require new screw holes to be drilled. Next up was
copper shielding in the pickup cavities and potentiometer
rear cavity—this makes the guitar super quiet. While at it, he
upgraded the Gibson tone pots to 500K CTS for a better taper.
The speed knobs were changed to top hats for that ‘50s look
and feel. The nylon nut was upgraded to bone—highly recommended. The tailpiece and bridge were upgraded to TonePros,
need we say more? The pickups are the ‘57 classic and the ‘57
plus from Gibson which are very tuneful and not over the top.
The truss rod cover was changed from the branded Traditional
logo to flat black for a little anonymity. The original cost of
the stock guitar out the door of Ken Stanton in 2011 was just
over $2100. The upgrades were around $400 including labor.
That’s $2500 for a Les Paul with all the bells and whistles. We
got a friend’s price of $1500—thank you, Kim.
Eventually we may put in a pair of mid ‘60s patent number
pickups, but we’re in no hurry as the two ‘57s sound great.
Our 2011 Les Paul Traditional while not a custom shop
historic model could easily be mistaken for one. It is painted
in what we like to call a tangerine finish—bright red on the
outside and natural on the inside. The top is highly figured
from side to side and uniformly from end to end. We suspect
it’s a AAA top but it was not sold as such. The dark rosewood
fingerboard is finely framed by the guitar’s cream binding,
the pickguard and pickup rings are a matching shade. The
fretwork on this guitar is flawless, and the same can be said
for the mother of pearl inlay. The back of the neck and body
are finished in Gibson red, and the grain reveals a 2-piece
mahogany back. The neck carve is a full C shape with no
taper. The guitar plays beautifully. Action is low over the
fingerboard and string tension is easy along the length of the
neck. All in all, an excellent guitar at a bargain price since it
is merely a Les Paul and not a Historic Reissue. Could have
fooled us! Quest forth…TQ

Jeff Beck play through one of these little amps. Our Blues
Junior III is loaded with a Celestion Greenback 12” speaker.
Although small in size, this tube amp creates a worthy, big
sound. Powered by Dual EL84 power tubes and 12AX7
preamp tubes the Blues Junior III produces 15 watts of clean
tone that can be pushed into overdrive with rich sustains and
harmonics. It features a “sparkle” circuit modification that
promises crystalline Fender clean tones —mission accomplished! It also features rattle-reducing shock absorbers on the
EL84 power tubes.
With Reverb, Master Volume, Middle, Bass, Treble and
Volume, this beautiful little amp is loud, proud and willin’

Ready, Worthy and Able Amp

Fender FSR Blues Junior III
We are delighted that we found our Limited Edition FSR
Fender Blues Junior III and we dig it! This long-time favorite
of many musicians is painted a sparkling candy apple red over
a 13-ply Baltic birch cabinet with a silver grill cloth. It’s a
cool amp that is reliable, durable and affordable. It’s adaptable
to any venue and the custom MOD reverb tank is the best.
The Fender Hot Rod series is world renowned and we
were privy to an unforgettable experience as we witnessed

with a Fat button that makes it even more so. It performs as
promised, the quality construction guarantees durability and it
possesses the classic Fender “good looks”. Upgrades and simple design features include the heavy duty set screw “chicken
head” knobs, classic Fender “dog bone” handle, the vintage
style Fender jewel light and Limited Edition FSR badge.
The Blues Junior has plenty of power to spare and a thick rich
tone supported by gain and sustain that makes the amp seem
-continued-
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much more powerful. Played clean or dirty the Blues Junior is
a rockin’ little amplifier with a big voice. It’s the perfect amp
for signature tone.
Solidly built and weighing in at just over 30 pounds, this amp
is portable and durable. It has plenty of power and the tones
are classic Fender, from clean to sweetly overdriven. The tone
controls offer a wide range of classic tones. The Blues Junior
III truly embodies the sounds that made Fender great. We love
this amp and it’s one of the best production amps available
at a bargain price of well under $1000. Our gearhead friend,
Greg Talley bought the amp for $649, but when it arrived the
reverb was not working. We took it to Jeff Bakos and he put
in a new MOD reverb tank. Jeff went through the entire amp
and gave it a clean bill of health—it sounds great. If you don’t
have a trusted amp tech in your area, we highly recommend
sending any amp, modern or vintage to Bakos Amp Works in
Atlanta, Georgia.
Often referred to as a “grab and go” tube amp the FSR Blues
Junior III is easy to carry and built for the road. We think
every guitarist should own one. Whether you want an amp for
home or to play it out on your next gig, it is a worthy tone—
Fender indeed. Quest forth…TQ

BY RIVERHORSE

Winterized

“They call me sweet papa, ‘cause my loving is the best”

~Johnny

There is plenty of trouble a pubescent kid can get into.
Always has been, always will be. Along with the drinking
age being raised to 21, there went my hopes of getting into
various bars to see music. I could have cared less about the
booze and debauchery, although it was amusing to see how
things went down in the adult world. Regardless, in the early
nineties, Johnny Winter was playing just down the street, and
damn if I wasn’t going to be there. Somehow, someway.
We found ourselves in the alley, around ten p.m. The stack of
empty Lone Star bottles outside the door was seemingly taller
than me. Are they humans, or are they fish? Maybe both. In
life, that what we shouldn’t be doing, is probably what we
should, granted the seemingly endless rote, tedium, and tailchasing which we chalk up to making a living. We chose to
slide right through side the door sans ticket and legal I.D. as if
we belonged. We did.
By the time he strolled out from the wings with glowing
red-eyes like a possum in headlights, with a guitar already
holstered and wailing away, we’d tucked ourselves into the
front of the piece of shit wooden stage, and were as slackjawed as the rest. I’ll admit that he scared the heck out of
me. Something about the holy hell of sound and the rowdy
white-blonde mane, the tattoos covering seemingly every inch
-continued-
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of skin, and blistering lead after lead after slide-driven notes
just detonating through the place. Where the hell did he come
from? What the hell was going on? How does something like
this land on earth?
It got better through the night. By the second set, a drunken
dipshit redneck kept trying to clutch Johnny’s leg as he
played, and was promptly warned to back off straight into
the mic for all to hear. Lo and behold, The guy did it again,
so Johnny simply leaned back mid-song, mid-flight, and put
his cowboy boot to the bone of a face, all while howling out,
still singing and cranking, never missing a beat. Redneck was
pasted to the floor, down for the count.
Molecules were rearranged that night. This was some sort of
wild yeti with a guitar, showing no quarter. It wasn’t about the
sound for me, that’s for sure. His tones were always bright,
spanking, and raunchy, but Firebirds and Lazers along with
Music Man amps aren’t for the faint of heart. But as for his
hands, they said it all. Johnny was all about big, wooly sack,
intent, attitude, and riding the lightning. And he rode the heck
out of it, to say the least.
A couple decades later when I saw him again, wheeled onto
the stage of the Florida Theatre, barely a song in, it was obvious he was battling something else, in a different place with
his life. I walked out, headed for the truck, and drove home,
preferring to keep my memories of him intact. There are endless fools, dreamers, pretenders, and AWOL fringe-dwellers
who sling guitars, but doubtful many of us who get it right.
Winter did.
He’s out of here, now. It’s hard to say what the next few
generations will tap into of his, in between fondling their
cell phones and twittering themselves away. If they’re lucky,
someone will slide them a copy of “Johnny Winter And Live,”
cue it to Highway 61, and watch yet another errant soul,
finally see the light.—Riverhorse

high-end audiophile cable? Further, do high-end cables really
produce meaningful tone between my guitar and amp or not—
does it sound like it supposed to sound? Premium products
continue to emerge with the inspiration to improve sound and
as technical advancements and construction quality deliver a
meaningful experience for the player.
James Pennebaker was recently in Atlanta with his ol’ running
buddy Delbert McClinton and if you get a chance we strongly
urge you to catch his show. Delbert also has our favorite keyboard player, Kevin McKendree out with him and the band
just rocks in an unforgettable style. Seriously, McClinton is
making history every night and you gotta go! While we were

QUALITY THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Brian Mendes & Colossal Cable

The specific market for high-end, expensive instrument
speaker cables has developed in-step with custom pickups, guitars, amplifiers and effects. We have become more
educated consumers in the quest for tone, knowing what we
want and seeking out the products that perform in every sense
of the meaning of the word—reliability, durability, noise
rejection, clarity and feel. But the question that we always ask
is how much are you willing to spend on a “better sounding” cable and at what point do we hit ridiculous pricing of
-continued-
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visiting with James before the show, he mentioned that he had
used a lot of different guitar cables in his day, but damned
if he didn’t have something that actually made a difference
worth keeping—a fuller richer tone that was slightly louder
too. He asked if I would be interested in carrying his new
guitar cable home and checking it out for ToneQuest and of
course I was and I did. James gave us two of his cables. They
are made by Colossal Cable and you can buy them direct from
the guy who makes them, Brian Mendes, a very busy, hardworking studio and local player in Austin, Texas. James was
right about his new cables. The Colossal Cables are clearer,
more toneful, and slightly louder. They are also built to last.
The cable itself is flexible, not stiff, and the Amphenol connectors are strong and durable. The cables have to go back to
James, but you can bet we’re getting our own just as fast as
we can.

house because speaker cables would go missing and I had
to test the speaker cabinets. We loaned out gear to people
like The Tonight Show, Jay Leno and sometimes the cables
wouldn’t come back, so I would make speaker and instrument cables. One day my boss came to me and said that I
should start my own business because I was unhappy and that
I wasn’t playing as much as I had wanted. I thought about it
for a minute and actually laughed because I’m a drummer by
profession, and I said, “No man, I’m not going to make cables
for guitars players and all that.” To make a long story short, I
thought about it a couple of months and then I started doing
it. I did some research and I said to myself, I would do it only
if I could make a cable that impresses me. Being a bit of an
audiophile and just from loving stereo equipment, I thought I
had really good ears. Some of the guys at Bogner would ask

We are always looking for the opportunity to interview innovative thinking guys like Brian and we are eager to share his
journey of how the Colossal Cable came to market. We gain
insight on what really differentiates his cable from the rest
of the instrument/speaker cable market and discover how the
name measures up to the promise. Enjoy!
TQR:

I am always grateful for the opportunity to talk to
innovators like you and to tell people about their
products. What was the motivation to start your
own high-end guitar cable company?

It started while I used to work at Bogner Amplification when
I lived in L. A. and I was also out there trying to ‘make it’ in
the music scene. I wired, installed and tested all the speaker
cabinet and combo enclosures. I started making cables in-

me what I thought about certain amps—so I always had a
good ear for sound. For about a year, I would piece together
different cables and different types of connectors and when I
finally came up with a combination that I really dug, I started
to let others test it out and they were equally as impressed.
That’s when I knew I had something.
TQR:

What were you hearing that was specific to your
cables as compared to others?

A lot more clarity, a clearer signal and even an interpreted
louder signal...because when it’s clearer you hear more frequencies ...so it tends to sounds louder to you as well. I was
just hearing more clarity and so were the other people who
were testing it.
TQR:

What were you doing differently in the design and
construction of your product?
-continued-
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Well, it’s the sum of all the parts. I came at it from the approach of building my own drums. You know when you are
making something... it is clear to me… and this isn’t always
the case so don’t get me wrong when I say this... most of the
time, even with watches, or any type of instrument...I collect
watches, and I collect shoes—the better the material usually
the more comfortable it is for a shoe and the longer it lasts.
That’s not always the case because you can sometimes find
a great deal— its dirt cheap...it didn’t cost you that much
and it’s just as good as the more expensive stuff. We have all
had that experience, but I choose to look for better materials
because it translates to a better product and I am not afraid
to pay more. I wanted something that was also durable. One
thing I noticed about high-end cables was that they sounded
great in certain instances but they weren’t really player
friendly when it came to being on stage. A lot of cables are
stiff and not durable. Being a touring musician before I moved
to California, when I did tour I didn’t care how “good” a piece
of equipment was because if it wasn’t durable on the road,
then it wasn’t for me...it didn’t make sense for me to buy it.
Let’s be real, most people, whether you are a guitarist, drummer, bassist or whatever instrument you’re playing, you’re not
playing a lot in the studio. There are only a small percentage
of people that get to do that and if you’re in a band you go
into the studio every once in a while, but for the most part
you’ll be playing live. So I thought more about the needs of
the live player verses the studio musician. It does work well
in the studio and if you’re a studio musician and want to buy
these, that’s great! But you can also take them out and do road
shows with ‘em and not have to be worried about it and that’s
what I wanted...something that was flexible and I wanted to
make a cable that was very durable. In doing so, I sought out
the toughest connectors to use on my cables.

Obviously, you know the old classic Switchcraft connectors.
They are very simplistic in their construction. It’s just a tip
with a housing that screws on top of it and the tip has a metal
cable clamp in it that holds on to the cable and you screw
on the metal housing and that’s it, right? We all know from
experience of when you go to grab it and it feels really loose
because it’s always backing off and you have to take the time
to sit there and tighten them again. That’s one of the problems
of why you have cable failure because the actual connector
itself is weak. Those Switchcraft connectors for all intents and
purposes were just a basic design. Whenever you use them
you were guaranteed that the cable would fail and definitely

go out on you if you didn’t know how to handle the cable
right—you had to treat it ‘gingerly’ because if you plug, unplug, plug, unplug and throw it around it’s going to cut out on
you. The actual cable clamp inside is metal and that will cut
into your cable and it shorts out—it’s a given. Whenever you
have the housing unscrew, it becomes loose—it’s like, picture
a tire...you don’t want to have a loose tire on, it has to be tight
for it to work correctly.
Then Neutrik was introduced, and they were a game changer
because they are a better connector, but what I found with
Neutrik for my personal taste if I going to put my name on
it, they were a little bit faulty too because they one upped
Switchcraft but they also skipped out on a couple areas—I
believe in the area of the housing. The housing is two pieces
of molded die cast together whereas the Amphenol connector
I use is made out of one solid piece of alloy and the butt end
is machined out of a solid piece of alloy as well. So you have
metal on metal which so much better than metal on plastic.
Because we all know it’s easy to screw up plastic threads
when they are going into metal. Amphenol connectors were
-continued-
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extra fourth element—your solder joint is less porous. The
liquid enhancer that I apply, believe it or not when I first tried
it, I thought it was just smoke and mirrors. A little vile of it is
also $100 and it’s a really small vile. I chalked it off to a tax
write-off if it didn’t work. But it actually worked! I put the
liquid enhancer on the solder joint—it filled in the gaps with
particles of silver and gold and it adheres to the solder joint.
Therefore, these gaps and pores fill up and now you have a
completely gap-less, hole-less, solder joint, right? Now you
have more conductivity and more clarity.

more expensive, but I thought it was well worth it because
I’m putting a lifetime guarantee on what I make and I want
to be able to go to sleep at night knowing my cables were
not going to be coming back to me because they were faulty.
I’ve been in business now for 8 years and I have less than 1%
return-rate a year for warranty repairs. It’s a good thing. The
bottom line is that anything hand-made has a chance of breaking, that’s a given and if it breaks I’m happy to replace the
parts, repair it for free and send it back to you.
So, I wanted a really strong connector and Amphenol makes
them—that’s why I chose to use them. The solder I use helps
tremendously with the sound as well. The cable is a silver
plated copper conductor and what I noticed immediately
about silver was that it had more clarity to it than the normal,
average copper cable. If you use a pure silver conductor it’s
not only a lot more expensive, it’s also little harsher sound. So
if you use silver and copper you get the best of both worlds.
The average high-end silver solder cost is anywhere from $35
to $55 a pound per spool. The solder I use costs $100 lb. and
well worth it—well worth it!
TQR:

After I first bought it, I took it into Bogner and we tried one
cable with it and one without. Everybody in the room wanted
to know what I had done differently. It was much clearer and
they could all hear the difference. I knew I had something on
my hands when I did that. The combination of the connector, the solder that I use, the coating that’s used on the solder

joint, the sheathing which allows your cable to not have any
memory…it slides off itself when you throw it out…doesn’t
rise up on you on stage as you’re playing—the end product is

Just curious, is the solder a brand name and would
you like to share the name?

Yes, but I would rather not say...certain things I like to keep
to myself. I also use a liquid enhancer. So, when I finish the
soldering the cable, I apply the liquid enhancer that protects
the solder joint from rusting out. It also acts a filler and conductor. A lot of people don’t realize that solder is porous when
it hardens. It’s like Swiss cheese under a microscope. This
solder, because of its higher content of silver, has an extra element in there that helps with fewer pores in your solder joint.
Think of it like this...the more pores and divots in your solder
joint, the less signal you are getting. You have a more solid
connection, more conductivity, and more signal flow. So it’s
very important that your solder is not too porous.
The solder I use that is higher percentage of silver and an
-continuedTONEQUEST REPORT V.18 N.3-4 Jan-Feb 2017
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a very clear sounding and tough cable.
TQR:

Your story is amazing. Is there anything else you
want to share with our readers?

I pretty much just started out wanting to make a clear and
tough cable—and I believe I provide that. I sleep well at night

If you’re wondering which cable to choose…the SweetFats
sounds best for Bass players and guitarists who play clean
tones to medium gain settings with their amps. Stratocasters,
Telecasters and Les Pauls see the biggest dynamic change
when using the SweetFats. The Brooklyn sounds best with
guitarists who play strictly high gain amplifiers with hot
pickups—it reduces the “white noise” or “fizz” associated
with high gain rigs and it gives the player more articulation.
Soloist like it because it ‘tracks’ well and every note is clear.
The Colossus speaker cable provides significant improvement
in high, mids and lows so you can hear your guitar, amp and
cabinet with new ears.
We also offer Match cables to “match” your choice of either
the SweetFats or the Brooklyn instrument cable allowing your
signal to flow and to dial in your tone.
Our Colossus power cable gives your amp the headroom it
needs to run smoothly. Highs are crisp and clean and at the
same time, it smooths them out for a less harsh attack. Midrange is punchy, clear and the bass is robust, smooth and defined. This power cable lets your amp put out a level dynamic
frequency range. You’ll notice your amp is quieter and easier
to play—basically less resistance from the amp.

knowing I provide people with a cable that says what it does
because that is really important to me—I did not want to
make any cable that whatever it claimed to do, did not deliver
on that promise…and rips you off. We make them right here
in the U.S.A., hand crafted in Austin, Texas.

Colossal Cable has less than 1% return rate. I will say this…I
have people tell me to market it as the ‘best’ cable. As a
businessman I want to present you with a product that ‘says
what it does’. You be the judge if it’s the best cable for you
because I believe sound is completely subjective. How many
times have you picked up a guitar or instrument, heard a song,
or recording and someone is ranting and raving over it…you
play or listen to it …sounds ok, and you’re not really feeling
it, whatever —certain things that work for you, simply may
not work for others. Most of the people who really want a lot
of clarity, like my cables. I’ve had one return in my 8 years
in business and it was because the guy said, “it’s too clear…
it reveals all of my mistakes”. We laughed, and he said “I’m
just not that type of player, man. I’m not really clean and
articulate…I’m a little sloppy.” I understood completely and
I had him return it. For those who want clear sound, they are
really happy.
TQR:

It’s all about ultimate tone and we appreciate what
you have accomplished. How are you getting your
product message out and what’s the response?

I would like to have more sales—who wouldn’t! I market
through my website, Facebook, players using my cables, and
of course word-of-mouth testimony is really the best promotion in selling product. I’m glad James passed them along to
you! The endorsement realm has changed and people get paid
to have product/name recognition. I have some “big name”
players that use Colossal, but most of the people that buy
-continued-
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effects
The Green line overdrive is a straightforward effect that
sounds very good. Controls are Mud, Drive, Tone and Volume
with a Modern and Vintage switch. Mud is subtle, variably
affecting clarity, Drive increases intensity, Tone and Volume
work as labeled. The Modern setting offers a bit more clarity,
while the Vintage setting is a little dirtier. The Green Line
works well with all kinds of pickups and the sound is very
good with toneful distortion and solid EQ. We liked both the
Modern and Vintage settings and the controls are voiced well
with lots of room for adjustment. The Drive settings happily
don’t go overboard into Trashville which makes this effect all
the more useful. Well done. Quest forth…TQ

SMART PEOPLE FACTORY

Ego Booster

them are the everyday guys—players working in the trenches,
local players making a living or just playing in the bedroom.
Basically, whenever someone tries my cable roughly 90-95%
will buy it. If they get a chance to see, feel and play it, they’ll
buy it. If you’re looking for a cable with superior clarity and
durability the Colossal Cable is it.TQ
www.colossalcable.com
brian@colossalcable.com
818.915.6680

SMART PEOPLE FACTORY

Green Line Overdrive

A straightforward effect with just two controls—Tone and
Boost. The Ego Booster has a very good sound. The Tone
Control does a good job of shaping EQ, and the Boost
control works equally well. The Boost can be set low where
it subtlety adds distortion, or you can go more gonzo. Either
way the Boost effect is pleasing and precisely manageable.
If less is more in your world the Ego Booster is your boost
pedal. Quest forth…TQ
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